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	ABSTRACT TITLE: Acute colonic pseudo-obstruction (Ogilvie`s Syndrome)in post-partum patients.
	ABSTRACT AUTHORS AND AFFILIATIONS: Niels Kjaergaard, Department of obstetric & gynaecology/Aalborg University Hospital; Henning Dons-Jensen, Department of radiology/Aalborg University Hospital 
	ABSTRACT TEXT: Objective: To estimate the prevalence of Ogilvie`s Syndrome (OS) and describe the management.Methods: This has been a  retrospective conducted study where patients over a ten year period (January 2005 to December 2014) have been  identified by monitoring  all deliveries in Region Nordjylland, Denmark, against diagnosis codes for OS, where especially a diameter of caecum  >10 cm was found. Clinical records and radiology were then reviewed to identify those with OS thus determining the prevalence of OS, and the type of management the patient recieved.Region Nordjylland has a population of 582 632, and its  geografical position means, that women from this region seldom give birth in other regions (0,7%). Results: Over the study period 36 patients with OS were identified from  58 926 deliveries (one OS patient in 1637 deliveries).Caesarean section (CS) is one of the most commonly used procedure preseding OS diagnosis and all the 36 patients delivered by CS. In the study period 11 799 CS were performed (one OS patient in 328 CS).One patient was treated with erythromycin and neostigmine. Eight patients were treated with neostigmine alone. 19 patients were treated with neostigmine and colonoscopic decompression. Operative intervention with laparotomy was performed in 9 patients.  There were no recorded fatalities in the triel period.Conclusions: OS is an uncommen but potentially morbid complication of pregnancy and CS, and the estimate of 1 OS patient in 328 CS could  be a theme of the debate about the rising numbers of CS.The management of OS needs to be effected early in diagnosis. A timely administration of neostigmine and decompression will reduce the likelihood of further surgical treatment. 


